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RECORDING TRANSCRIPTION

LG: [I’m going to start] Recording this session. Ok… tonight, is week three and we will be
talking about money and finances, so I will put up our slide with discussion points on the screen
so everybody can just kind of go through and we'll answer one question at a time

MC: [background conversation]

LG: Sorry i'm touching too many buttons… okay. Let me share the screen.

[shared screen with PowerPoint questions]

DO: All right.

LG: Everybody see it? [other participants nod in agreement] awesome. Sara, do you want to go
first?
[Asks questions from the PowerPoint slide]
SL: sure. So what I generally spend money on is food entertainment type stuff. I go out with my
roommates to get cookies a lot. We also go out and get boba sometimes. We really like to just be
with each other and hang out with each other. I'm more of a spender than a saver which is
probably not great, but you know it's fine. What do you do Liz? Are you more of a spender or
saver?

LG: That's a good question. I am a saver until I spend it all. [laughter] I like spending money on
bigger things like going on trips or getting little- I like food, I do spend it on food, a lot too.
Right now, it seems like finances are just going to bills.

SL: Monica, Dora, what do you guys tend to spend money on or what do you save money for
most often?

MC: You asked me?

SL: Yes.

SL: you're good Monica [reassurance]

MC: I spend money on groceries… yeah yeah i'm trying to save money.

SL: What are you saving money for?

MC: For my daughter's college.

SL: college? okay.

MC: Yeah, this year is the last year in the high school. Okay, and she try to go to the College.

SL: What college is she trying to go?

MC: [unintelligible] Kansas. She wants to do.. I cannot say this I can say… [tries to pronounce
the word] is clean the teeth, I don't know how to say the word [Hygienist?]

SL: Finances?

NC : do you mean the teeth?

MC: yeah yeah.

NC : A dentist?

NC : dentist?
[talking over each other]
MC: Not that

NC : Like a hygienist?

[all repeating the word]

MC: Hygienist yes yes

NC : That's awesome, that's a cool thing to study. So cool.

MC: That's why I tried to save.

SL: Dora, what do you enjoy spending money on or what are you saving money for?

DO: OK, I enjoy spending money with buying cookies, candies [laugh] I tried to save money
when when I go to buy vegetable

SL: What kind of vegetables and produce do you like to buy?

DO: I like to buy carrots okay eggplant… cabbage

SL: cabbage, ok

DO: I forgot onions and fruits! Strawberry, papaya, okay, pineapple

NC : yum I’m always so hungry, by the time this [session] comes around

DO: [laughter] we can make a salad. [laughter]

NC : that sounds amazing. [smiling]

SL: For me personally, I tend to lend money only to certain people. So, personally I only lend
money to my sister or my parents. I’ll occasionally loan to friends but it'll depend on the person.

LG: I prefer giving gifts or spending money for individuals, rather than just giving them money. I
think i'm a huge gift giver so I like yeah like ‘here I got this for you, I saw it in the store’ or
something like that.

SL: I tend to borrow money from my parents, but I always have to pay it back that's kind of how
it works for us. They'll borrow money from me, sometimes and then they'll pay me back. It’s
kind of a two way thing. Nicole, what do you do?

NC : I mean I don't necessarily keep track, I would say I can relate with Liz where everybody I'm
really close with the closest people to me, we have a good like give and take so you know, one of
us will be doing pretty OK on money and pay for dinner one time and then next time we're
together the other buys the other a gift and there's like really good like back and forth, with
everyone i'm close with… so I feel like it's definitely okay to lend- I would say we more so, give
but I like when relationships are that way and go both ways where you're not paying for
something every time, or vice versa.

SL: What’s normal for you, Monica and Dora? Do you tend to borrow money more or lend
money?

MC: [talking over each other]

DO: [talking over each other]

MC: When friend asked me for more money, I can lend money, sometimes I don't want to ask for
money I plan every time I have them in my wallet.

SL: Dora, what about you?

DO: Okay, I try to save money for emergencies and when, for example, this week my mother got
a COVID-19 and I had to borrow money to pay the doctor and to pay the medicine. That just the
case, and not any other case I don't do that.

SL: Is that normal for both of you to try not to borrow money?

MC: What is the question?

SL: So do you prefer not to borrow money? Like that so that other people-

MC: Yes.

NC : you said, your mother has COVID 19?

NC : Is that what you said Dora?

DO: Okay, yes, I am today I went to the doctor with her she's very fine. Thanks God! But I tried
I have just a little money. I couldn’t- I could pay the doctor ah In the last week for the medicine
for the treatment. Yeah I don't have- I don't have him money, I have to borrow, [unintelligible]
money for that case and just in this case, now I have to pay that

NC : it can be really expensive too.

DO: is very expensive because my mom is 87 years old, and I was worried about that, because
COVID is very aggressive yeah and I think is- That is the best way to spend money in healthy.

NC : mm hmm yeah taking care of your loved ones and making sure nobody gets sick yes yeah.
Very expensive. it’s difficult. She's doing Okay, though? [waits for an answer] Is she feeling
okay, your mother?

DO: My mom is is OK. The doctor says that the treatment was very good. She's very good today.
She will be better on this week.

NC : mm hmm good glad to hear that it's scary because you never know how people will do
because it's different with everybody and seems like..so i'm so happy to hear that.

DO: Yes, it's different. Every person is different, when COVID 19 is acting in the body and in
their bodies everybody is different. But there are some people is is more difficult to get get away
to get… to go out of the disease- of the virus.

NC : mm hmm.

NC : it's a scary situation definitely.

DO: Yes.

LG: Amanda, Arianna do you guys want to go?

AW: yeah I can.

AW: So I definitely save money. I don't know I kind of feel the same as you Liz, I like to save up
for trips and stuff like that and I typically don't lend money to friends, just because I have had
experiences, like in high school where they don't pay it back. But I don't know going into college
Venmo is so nice because if we go out for coffee, like me and my friends, then they can just pay
me back that way. I feel like I save mostly. My little sister's the opposite and so we kind of have
seen that trend in my family where it's like we've talked about it- me and my cousins where the
oldest always saves and then the youngest spends money like crazy. Like i'll buy groceries and I
know don't really go out to eat a lot and my sister will go out to eat, like every single day so.

AS: um. I don't know if I would say that I spend or if I would say that I save. I think I have to
have something to be saving for… for example, in a couple weeks me and my fiance are going to
Disneyland, and so I was like, ‘save a lot of money for that’ or ‘my wedding is coming up so I’ve
saved a lot of money for that but if I don’t have anything that I need to be saving more for then
i’m definitely a spender but I’m like, ‘oh let’s go out to eat,’ ‘oh those shoes are cute’ [laughing]
‘that would look so cute on my niece!’. But if I do have something that I need to be saving for
then I could be pretty good at saving. I'm not really like a borrower, the only people that I lend
money to or borrow money from are like my mom and my sister I guess. But sometimes I'll be
like ‘oh hey mom this bill is coming out of my bank today and I don't have time to go to the
Bank. Can you like send me some money and then I'll give you cash when I'm done at school’
and she'll be like ‘oh yeah absolutely!’ That's really the only time that I ever borrow money.

AS: But if anybody asked me in my family- if anybody asked me to borrow some money I'd be
like ‘yeah’ if I have it.

LG: Is it okay to talk about money in your culture? Because I feel like in my culture which… I
don't know how to describe my culture, I guess it seems like it's not acceptable to actually talk
about money, unless you have it, and then, if you have a lot of money and you're talking about it,
people who don't have money will just kind of look at you, and be like, ‘you know you're

bragging’ you're- you know all these negative connotations I guess… negative words towards
this individual.

LG: I don't know money's- it's just an interesting topic and I feel like we don't talk about it a lot
because, like, I know, when I worked at a store in boulder we weren't allowed to discuss how
much we were getting paid with one another, like that was just like a flat out rule, like you, don't
talk about what you're earning so

AW: I think that's a really common rule in the US in general is to not really discuss how much
you're getting paid an hour salary or anything.

NC : Has it been that way for Dora or Monica? Have you ever worked at a job where they say
don’t talk about how much money you make?

DO: well… we can talk about money and when with friends… maybe to share how you spend
the money or how can you if you're going to travel, you need to save some money to do that
travel or something like that, but in other meeting I think it's not good it's not good topic to talk
because maybe other persons could be a sensitive about that.

MC: hmm and I don't like it that. You have more than another one. That's why I don't like
to…People say I like “I have a lot I have a lot” maybe it's not feel good. That's why I don't like
to tell you how money is another conversation, you can with your friends, no budget. What you
have, what you…what you do with your money now

NC : yeah I think people can be a little insensitive when they have a lot of money just not
thinking about how it might make someone else feel. I personally don't like when your
workplace or your job says that you can't talk about it because I feel there's always a reason
because, somebody's getting taken advantage of somewhere is why they like we'd say don't talk
about it. In my workplace I want to know but it's rude to ask, of course, but I always feel like
some bosses and some places kind of use that to their advantage to be sneaky about paying some
people under what they should be.

SL: Yeah, my last job, I worked in a restaurant and I was a manager, but I was getting paid less
than a couple of the cooks. I was there for longer hours and was dealing with the money itself,
and I was only getting paid $14 an hour as a manager, whereas some of the cooks were getting
paid almost $18 an hour.

NC : it's I. [talking over each other] sorry

SL: I think, like a lot of American culture is you need to hide how much you make, but you need
to show off what you make.

NC : right, yeah I think it's kind of not consistent I don't know. I don't think anybody should
show off anything ever. I don't know, I think the riches in life are not material but quality time
and experiences go longer ways you know you sit down someone they're like, ‘I got this car’ and
‘i've got this House’ or, ‘these three houses’, maybe it versus recently I went to you know, a
different country, it was amazing I experienced all these things I feel like that's more rich to me

NC : don’t like how society can be sometimes.

AW: Think, though, to that there's a certain class of people in the US who talk and brag more
about money because, i've watched some documentaries for classes about the 1% and super high
up there classes and they don't really talk about money outside of their family often it really
never happens. Unless they're really [unintelligible] this one guys grandson started doing it
when he was five and they're absolutely not like, I think that it's like a certain socio economic
class that does that for because they were trying to like a phrase their status in a way. I don't
know I feel it's always the super super rich.

NC : yeah I would agree with that.

SL: it's mostly the new money that does that old money doesn't do it as much.

LG: yeah.

NC : Your example Sarah was exactly why I don't like when places don't share how much you
made. I've only worked in restaurants for like 11 years. I've cooked as a job so from my
experience and what I see with people around me, women still to this day, always make less in
the kitchen and that’s not fair and what I see a lot.

SL: And it was frustrating, because I was there more days I was there every other day, and the
cooks would switch off days, so they’re there maybe two times a week like rotating all the
different cooks and so they're getting paid $18 an hour for two days, whereas i'm getting paid
$14 an hour for five out of the seven days.

NC : mm hmm yeah and then yeah usually bosses will just like try to get away with it, as long as
they can just don't talk about it.

NC : that's the only place, I think you should talk about it, is when it comes to your work and,
like taking pride in what you do and things but no it's not always that easy sometimes you can't
just.

NC : Demand more than. [trails off]

NC : Well, I don't really like the next question, given that we all discussed how it's kind of not
comfortable to talk about it, and then the next one is like what's your average salary I don't know.

SL: It very much depends on what your job is.

AW: Rain I think to it depends on where you live i'm from South Dakota and jobs there, like the
minimum wage is a lot lower than Colorado because of the like standard of living and cost of
living is different so.

LG: I work on campus at the Tutoring Center and I make $12 an hour and I can't work more than
five hours a day.

LG: Which is interesting, however, I am getting paid to do my homework, a lot of the time
because students won't come in and use the Tutoring services so it's a nice balance I think it's not
as much as like I think the state minimum wage is higher, but i'm also getting paid to do my
homework.

NC : you ladies work Monica or Dora? do you work right now.

DO: i'm not working.

DO: Right now.

DO: well the salary depends on when when the city do you live i'm.

DO: A.

DO:. [uncertain as to what she’s saying here]

DO: is too slow in my country.

DO: as well, we have to to try to to work hard.

DO: To get the money.

DO: To.

DO: To pay all the.

DO:.

DO: The things you have to to buy or the services.

DO: is very expensive

NC : You like the work that you do you enjoy it?

DO: Is you should we give money to homeless

DO: People.

DO: Okay, well, I try to help a my neighbors they're our neighbors that don't have don't work and
I try to to buy some.

DO: Fruit or. it depends.

DO: To give to give some food that can help the family.

NC : That’s very nice very thoughtful of you to do.

NC : lucky neighbors.

MC: In my town there’s no homeless

MC: I live in Burlington Colorado

MC: For another, but.

MC: is a little town, is no homeless here, but when I going Denver, but when I see more
homeless, sometimes.

MC: And sometimes I give money.

MC: I’m trying to help

MC: Somebody needs [unintelligible]

MC: I like to help people.

NC : that's so nice.

NC : that's awesome things.

LG: I.

AW: Think for me personally it's hard, because I never have cash on me, or like anything
physical.

AW: So I usually don't say that but, like my mom always has granola bars in her car to give them
because she doesn't really carry cash either so it's kind of like a I have no physical money, but
here is food instead.

NC : yeah i've done both if I have cash on me i'll definitely give cash or like.

NC : will give food to if I sometimes you'll see people right by like a restaurant or.

NC : fast food place, whatever it may be, and then i'll just drive right through there and get a
little something for them, if I can.

NC : I put a like got gifted a lot of the like hand warmers you know the little like pouches.

NC : weird like oddly enough, it wasn't like intentional but you're kind of me down So yes, and I
put them in my car so that I could send them out if the opportunity arises is, I feel like those go a
long ways probably right now, it is so cold outside.

SL: Even socks at this point to like i've done quite a bit of work with homeless shelters going up
and then just as an adult.

SL: one of the things that they like asked for the most is socks and.

SL: hats just because it gets so cold and they can use the socks as mittens.

SL: So just to have someone else care about you enough.

NC : Like.

SL: to give something that's.

SL: I think what's, the most important.

NC : that's awesome that you have that experience, to have the insight.

SL: chapstick too they love chapstick

LG: I literally said, are you I saw you on mute do you want to go.

AS: yeah um.

AS: So, again I don't really .

AS: have money on me very often either, but I volunteered for my church's Bible school.

AS: um for 11 years starting when I was 12 and I was a leader throughout the whole thing.

AS: um and every year we would do [?] drives um.

AS: And we will get like toothpaste,toothbrush, and socks, gloves, like hand warmer stuffs all all
of that

AS: The kids would bring it in by the kids I mean the parents would bring it in for the kids.

AS: But the kids would bring it in and then.

AS: During the arts and crafts time we'll put together the bags like put together the packages of
all of the stuff that we got and then at the end of the week, we would donate it to the homeless
shelters

AS: which I thought was fantastic, because then we have five year olds learning about helping
your neighbor right which is, I think, is great, and then.

AS: We raised a lot, we had a lot of packages, I think the most we ever did one year was like
5000 packages, it was crazy that was a good year and it also was the year right before the
pandemic, so it was.

AS: The summer of 2019.

AS: And then of course we weren't able to do Bible school in 2020 or 2021 so.

AS: I think it was really good that we were able to raise that many goods for these people.
331
AS: right before the pandemic.

DO: that’s very good
LG: Not to get sappy on my boyfriend but he's very good at getting food for people and, helping
out.

LG: And that's inspired me to also just go and buy groceries for people who are outside the store
or.
LG: You know kind of look into ways into how I can help people who.

LG: yeah or just struggling or going through, something that I haven't.

SL: Oh, if you ever donate like cans of food, make sure they have the tab on them because they
don't have can openers.

[35:00]
AW: or you can donate can openers from the dollar store.

SL: yeah um.

SL: And then, like some of the meal things that a lot of people donate you have to have milk for
them like rice a roni stuff a lot of people don't realize, you need milk for some of it and, like
these people don't always have access to milk.

SL: So it just it's interesting because you want to help, but you also should probably make sure
you're buying things that will help

LG: We don't think about it, at least I don’t i'm like i've got milk at home, more i've got you
know.

LG: I have a can opener at home, I we so I live in boulder, and the Marshal fire that just
happened that was like the most destructive in colorado's history.

LG: I had new neighbors come in and because their house burned down and she asked if she
could borrow our can opener.

LG: because she was like.

LG: I got everything but I forgot this item I forgot the can opener yeah.

LG: I think.

SL: crocs donated over 1500 pairs of crocs.

SL: to a lot of the schools there that was cool see.

LG: Well, and crocs is also a boulder based company.

NC : And no, we only have like let's see like 15 minutes left, I like hate to

SL: Here good.

NC : guys how many of you, if you're like no I don't want to do that Nicole, and I just think the
last question is like more.

NC : You know, important and like i'm curious about.

NC : Just like do you guys think money can buy happiness i'm pretty sure that most of us are
probably on the same page, given what we've talked about previously but also what does make
you really happy? is it experiences or time with family or whatever it may be?

MC: [unintelliglbe]

LG: Could you say that again Monica we couldn’t hear what you were saying, we couldn’t hear
you .

MC: Well, I say can that question is ‘can money buy happiness?’

MC: yeah I said I don't think so money

NC : And I agree.

SL: yeah what are things that make you happy?

MC: what did you say?

SL: What brings you happiness?

MC: My family.

Your family.

MC: yeah friends yeah.

That’s happiness.

NC : What do you guys like to do when you're together.

MC: what's that?

NC : What do you guys like to do when you're together what you enjoy doing together like
cooking or dancing or?

MC: dancing yeah and.

MC: in the summer, I carne asada outside

NC : aw

MC: I play with my grandkids, work

MC: yeah and listen music yes.

NC : How old are your grandkids.

MC: My oldest is 11 and I have [unintelligible although I think she is saying that she has 2 other
grandkids]

MC:

MC: my granddaughter is seven and my grandson is seven, they’re the same age. one born in
December eighth in another one is in December 24.

They’re close in birthdays

MC: Yes very close. And my grandson was born January [20 or 28th, hard to make out]

NC : Oh, my goodness that's a busy couple of months.

MC: Yes, yeah.

SL: Dora what brings you happiness?

DO: i'm for me.

DO: To see my mom happy healthy that bring me happy.

DO: Money can’t buy happiness, I think you can be happy with a small things in your life share
with a friend

DO: cup of coffee or.

DO: share with your friend in the listen music or go to the movies, or some small things that
brings you very.

DO: moments- very good moments with your friends or with your family, I think, nowadays, to
be with your family is the most important thing in our life.

DO: When our family is healthy, I it makes it make me happy. [very passionate, clutching her
hand to her chest]

NC : I love that that's awesome.

NC : Do You have a big family?

DO: No my my family's is a small family but.

DO: We are.

Very.

DO: We we share with the family, we share with my mom. on December on birthday off of my
for my sister or brothers.

DO: Or the little boys or the little girls in the family and we make.

DO: party.

DO: yeah and you can explain the happy with your family

NC : it’s good.

DO: job.

NC : yeah.

NC : It goes with something.

NC : Yes, and love that.

NC : goes so much further than.

Nowadays.

DO: I think many people realize when with a pandemic, a House how important thing in your
life in your life.

DO: I think one of them is his family.

DO: When when when one of the Member of family is sick and die now you realize how
important was that person, and for that reason we had to to appreciate all the all the moments
with families. [getting very emotional]

NC : I love that.

NC : it's worth so much more than money

DO: And sometimes you do need a little money.

mm hmm.

DO: Take a very good moment. a coffee with tea or coffee with bread and that’s good

NC : that's what.

NC : reminds me of the saying ‘less is more.’

NC : Sometimes people say.

NC : Like the less you have is sometimes better because you know.

NC : If it's just people hanging out with music and that, all these fancy things it's.

NC : easier to bond with the.

With.

DO: With friends maybe.

NC : yeah spend.

DO: Time spend time with friends it's very good yeah it's very good to.

Yes.

NC : yeah there's nothing like family time.

LG: you're.

SL: i’m not allowed home anymore, I spent too much time with family

NC :[laughing] they kicked you out he said don't come back for a while.

SL: My mom said i'm tired of seeing your face.

SL: she said you come home too much you need to go back to college just leave [laughing]

LG: It it's hard because i'm the oldest of four, so I have three little sisters and i'm only 45 minutes
away from them, and I think I see them pretty often but.

LG: My 13 year old sister always guilt trips me she's like it's been so long, like i've missed you
and I just I see how much she's changed.

LG: How big she's getting like i'm the oldest yet i'm the shortest and

LG: And I it's my little sister's that make me keep wanting to come back home because I feel like
I am missing those sweet moments of their growing up.

NC : Definitely, the younger, you are like the faster you grow, it seems like you know.

NC :.

DO: Children grow up very quickly.

AS: As a as the youngest of four.

Liz.

AS: All sisters, I can tell you that every time you go home it just makes their day.

AS: So the closest sister that's still lives here, she lives in Fort Collins and that's only like 30
minutes away so it's fine.

AS: But other than that, I have one who was living in Colorado springs and one who's living in
Philadelphia, and I miss them every single day.

NC : yeah all my family's in Illinois I don't have anybody out here, not even close, but I do go I
try to go home

NC :

MC: You can make friends.

NC : yeah I will, I know I tried it's a little hard with the COVID stipulations and stuff because we
were in our masks in class so.

NC : it's like hard to meet people like that kind of I can actually see your guys's faces on here,
which is nice like you guys have a whole face I see.

NC : But yeah I do have a couple good friends out here, but I do miss my family a lot, but I at
least go home once a year, so usually.

NC : try to get them to come out here and there is no mountains or anything there it's just flat
Cornfields and that’s it.

MC: You are lucky about my mother, my my dad is like coming to.

MC: Almost eight years they live in Mexico yeah when I started I copied.

me.

MC: For it.

MC: And they don't come and they say stop me but.

MC: My mom visa together.

MC: premise for company here is spire to need to.

MC: bring up what do you say when nobody.

NC : knew.

NC : A real see.

NC : renew it.

yeah.

MC: it's just low and she wants to.

Wait.

MC: Then.

NC : it's sort of difficult I can't imagine how that feels and i'm sure it takes a long time, like
anything paperwork wise in the United States i feel like does

NC : it's difficult, do you guys talk on the phone a lot.

MC: This i talk on the phone and.

MC: said for snapchat and whatsapp and video

NC : Yes, now what happened.

NC : yeah.

Not not.

MC: What I do.

yeah.

NC : that's good you guys keep in touch still.

NC : Have for now.

NC : That you miss them.

MC: yeah because my dad and my mom come every year.

MC: yeah then it's almost three years they don't come to.

SL: My two younger sisters and they live in Mexico and one of them, they both have babies and
i've never met my niece's before because they were born during COVID so it's been almost three
years and i've never met my niece's.

NC : When is that working.

MC: One day, one day, almost there

yeah.

LG: Well we're reaching the end of our time.

LG: I just wanted to do a quick check in and make sure, how's everybody feeling with this are
we getting comfortable any feedback that we all should know about.

MC: I feel good. it's better than the first class.

LG: Yes, I.

LG: think everybody was nervous with the first class

LG: What do we do the first class that was.

MC: Last Wednesday, I came.

MC: Because I have a headache.

LG: mm hmm.

And that's why.

MC: I didn’t go to the class

NC : yeah and headaches can really.

NC : ruin all your whole day.

NC : i've been getting them regularly recently it terrible I can't do anything when I get him.

MC: Last night that have a headache all night but it’s gone

NC : i'm glad yeah.

SL: I don't think the weather's helping.

either.

Monica: and it's cold today.

NC : Any other thoughts or anything I feel.

NC : Like I interrupted a little bit, but.

NC : Thank you guys for sharing I love hearing from you guys. I love meeting new people so it's
really fun for me.

SL: Dora Was this a good first meeting?

DO: is my first meeting, yes, I feel I like it very much!

DO: And like we spend time with you and I hope it could be.

DO: More more more time yeah in in the year.

DO: I like.

DO: I like to meet people like you.

LG: Well then, we'll see you next week, how about that.

DO: Okay okay um next week will be on is the same is on Wednesday?

DO: on the Wednesday

DO: Yes, oh OK.

DO: OK, I be i'd be ready on way on the next Wednesday.

NC : And we'll send something to you the day before right and just like remind you yeah, Right
Liz?

LG: I can do that.

NC : Okay perfect.

DO: I tried to do better, much better, the next time.

NC : You did amazing!

Liz: you both did perfect

NC : yeah I loved it you guys did amazing.

NC : Alright we’ll see you next week, then.

DO: Okay.

LG: All right.

MC: bye bye.

DO: Thank you, thanks.

